Midwest II

Overview

Midwest II is an innovative and growing electro coater with 30 years of experience in Ottawa Lake, Michigan. Their 150,000 square foot manufacturing facility was poorly lit with a combination of 1000W high pressure sodium, 400W metal halides and T12 fluorescent fixtures. The plant was running two shifts in order to meet their customer’s stringent demands.

Problem

The plant’s 1000W high pressure sodium high bay fixtures were old and did not provide adequate light levels for employees. Additionally, the fixtures were not properly spaced which created dark areas on the plant floor.

Solution

GUSCO Energy conducted an energy audit and designed a new lighting solution for the facility using Essentials Series fixtures from Flex Lighting Solutions with occupancy sensors and multi-level dimming. The turn-key LED solution saved the customer $66,074 in annual lighting costs and reduced their annual kWh usage from 674,951kWh to 110,111kWh. The solution will pay for itself in 3.1 years and the customer received a rebate incentive from Consumers Energy in the amount of $52,200.
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We Are Flex

We are 200,000 dedicated innovators, working across 30 countries to create a smarter, more connected world. Leading the way in the development of innovative technologies, sketch to scale thinking, state-of-the-art manufacturing, and global citizenship sets Flex apart—a leader in a market of one.